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INTRODUCTION

Tabletop systems are more and more used for multi-user purposes, although there is only one shared space. When multiple users are working on an tabletop system, every user
should have room for his personal documents, without giving any other user full access to it. This reflects the real life
scenario of an conference table.
RELATED WORK

There are several approaches to solve this problem on tabletops. One approach makes use of glasses, used in augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR).[2] [1] Here every user
gets a pair of glasses with an transparent, integrated display.
On this display information will be overlayed to augment the
real world. It is easy to see, that every new user coming to
the table has to wear such glasses to get his private view.
Similar approaches uses shutter glasses, known from computergames.[6] This is an older approach, which could not
establish. With new hardware and higher displays refresh rates better versions of shutter glasses appeared.
In the next approach a polarizing revolver is used to polarize
light in different ways for each user.[4] Here the users have
to wear glasses too. This system is sensitive for every change
of the viewing angle. Users without glasses will see all other
users images overlapped.
Another approach uses optics and small projectors integrated in the table to project an holographic image directly above the tables surface.[3] This approach is very promissing,
though there is no haptic feedback and the user is unsure,
if the touches are detected. This is solved by giving more
visual feedback, which showed the fingers actual detected
position.
One approach is to use mobile devices like phones or PDAs
as a personal space. In this approach the devices also could
be used to control the table using gestures.[5]
Furthermore there are approaches using an lenticular lens
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foil.[7] Here the concept of a flip-image is used to constrain
the viewers field of vision. This approach does not need any
extra devices. Because the foil is bonded with the table and
a very accurate calibration is necessary, it is not possible to
change the position of the user.
CONCEPTION

In my work I will implement an tangible personal space on
tabletop systems. For this, I will develop an widget, which
forms the personal space and can be placed freely on the table to display the users personal documents or some individual information. I will implement different versions of the
widget. The first version will consist of an lamella approach.
This will be an easy implementation with wich the other implementations will be compared. The lamella approach will
simply block the vision in several directions. Another implementation will use the lenticular lens foil to check the constrained angle of vision. The lenticular lens will function as
barrier and does only allow to look at the image from several angles. The last implementation will use an fly-eye-lens
foil, which will expand the barrier effect to two dimensions.
I will test the resolution shortening in this implementation in
usertests.
The widget should not affect the touch ability of the tabletop
system, which will also be tested in usertests.
ORGANISATION

In the first month I will do deeper literatur reviews on my
topic and build the first prototypes. The prototypes will be
coarse and function as a proof of concept.
After this I will spend up to four month for implementing
hardware and software on the used system. I will use the
DIA-cycle for this. The DIA-Cycle consists of design, implementation and analysis. I will do usertests after each cycle.
Concluding I will do an final evaluation and analysis of all
achieved results. For usertesting I will choose every day tasks.
For this phase i plan to use one month.
Creation of the diploma thesis will be continuously. I will
integrate all received results after each finished phase. In the
last month I will spend more time to analyse the usertests an
integration of results into my work.
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